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Bringing Unity Together in a Stroll 
 
By Amanda Hawkins 
 
Saturday, Oct. 17, amongst the drunken hollers of long-lost alumni and mob-like scenes 
on Court Street, a small subset of Greek life was celebrating their first annual Stroll 
Competition in Memorial Auditorium. 
 
Stroll is “unity, tradition and history all put into what people think is a dance, but it’s 
more than that,” explained contestant and Sigma Gamma Rho sister, sophomore Patricia 
Robinson. “As you’re moving together you’re showing that oneness and you’re also 
displaying traditions and history of your fraternity or sorority.” 
 
Stroll, a partly walking, synchronized line dance to music, consists of stylized steps and 
matching body movements, sort of like a cross between the traditional step and hip-hop 
dance moves. Eight sororities and fraternities participated in this three-round competition 
hosted by Ohio University’s National Pan-Hellenic Council (NPHC) and Multicultural 
Greek Council (MGC). According to M.C. Courtney Fort, this friendly competition was 
held to “take Greek unity to the next level.” 
 
The participants consisted of three or four person teams from Alpha Phi Alpha, Kappa 
Alpha Psi, Omega Psi Phi, Delta Sigma Theta, Phi Beta Sigma, Sigma Gamma Rho, 
Sigma Lambda Beta and Sigma Lambda Gamma. Their unified movements captivated 
the hyper audience who were entranced by the participants’ thuds hitting the stage floor 
and their gyrating hips, shadowed against a backdrop of their respective organization’s 
Greek letters. Flashes of gold, pink and purple spanned across the stage as boots, heels 
and bodies smashed against the ground and floated across the state. 
 
The ladies of Sigma Lambda Gamma showed off their moves in tall black heels and tight 
pink dresses – whose colors are “shocking pink” and “majestic purple.” The Sigma 
Lambda Beta men showed off their sweet moves in matching purple and white ensembles 
– colors of their fraternity that symbolize royalty, purity and diversity. The ladies of 
Sigma Gamma Rho, whose colors are royal blue and old gold, showed off their moves in 
alternating blue and gold ensembles and jeans. 
 
The competition consisted of three rounds: A reggae/Latin round, a slow R&B round and 
an old school hip-hop round. Between each routine of performances, the Women’s Pan-
Hellenic Association (WPA) and Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC) joined forces with their 
MGC and NPHC brothers and sisters to create their very own Strolls, performed to 
classic ‘90s music, if Backstreet Boys and *N’Sync count as classics. The crowd went 
wild whenever a team did a form of clapping, leg slapping and stomping during these 
quick (and often humorous) strolls. 
 



The Homecoming committee and the NPHC and MGC organizations handpicked a panel 
of judges. These eight judges and one scorekeeper appraised each stroll based on 
repetition (it just doesn’t qualify as a stroll without repetition of certain steps), time limit, 
creativity, crowd interaction and fun. 
 
Sophomore Mitchell Miller, participant and brother of Sigma Lambda Beta, hopes that 
this competition shone some light on the positive things about Ohio University Greek 
life. “I just think it’s a good way to show Greek unity on campus because that’s what 
we’re striving for, and trying to represent Greek life in a positive outlet.” 
 
While the outfits were less about showing off style and more about flaunting their 
fraternity or sorority’s colors, these colors are associated with the rich culture and history 
of their organizations – and showing off their letters is a badge of pride and unity. 
Robinson and Miller hope that next year’s competition has an even larger turn out as they 
continue to strive for more Greek pride and unity on campus. 


